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The Machine
INSTRUCTIONS

Spin 6 CUBES
WHITE=straight Line
Black= Broken Line

Find entry in book that 
matches. 

That is your FORTUNE.

THIS IS POWERED 
BY 
SCIENCE !!! 



The birth of something great is near. You will be an 
important factor in a new endeavor online that will grow and 
regenerate forever on the internet. 

Be loyal, diligent, humble and modest in all your interactions 
online. Never stray from your principles and learn from what 
you post online . continue sharing online and it will lead to great 
things. 

Gather your strength. Take new directions from the internet 
and push forward. Your beginning might be challenging, 
but with cautious browsing and thought, your goals will be 
reached. 

Make sure trolls understand you mean what you say. Strict 
structure and rules will inspire growth. 
#HATERSGONNAHATE

Now is the NOT the time to share online. Patience, honesty 
and diligence will insure a bright future. You are close to en-
tering an important endeavor. Your future looks very bright. 

Do not argue online or start fights of any kind. Find compro-
mises. Stay calm and do not think with your emotions. Seek 
friends with similar posts. #staycalm

Pursue your goals with confidence and determination post 
and share often, memes will win favor. Rally friends and fol-
lowers. Beware of errors and typos. #confident 

Now is a good time to add more friends and followers to 
your social media, make new friends and seek new experi-
ences online. #winning #amazing 

The time to act is near. Be prepared! Do not bicker or dis-
agree, the only way to gain more likes and followers is to 
avoid discord. #chill #adulting 



Test your plans before fully implementing them, perhaps use 
a fake social media account to see how others react. 
#planning #bigthingstocome

Don’t worry about people unfollowing or unfriending you. 
You are on the right path. Remain focused and ethical. 
#keepingitreal #blessed

Do not allow trolls to hinder your development. Free yourself 
from their influence, unfollow them , unfriend them or block 
them. #NOTROLLS #LOSERS

Quietly bring your allies together, private message them. 
Prepare to bring share your ideas publicly online. A great 
adventure lies before you. 

You are in a time of great popularity online. You will be rec-
ognized for your shares and posts. Do not allow yourself to 
feel too self-important.  #lovinglife 

Remain modest and do not be ruled by your pride. Post and 
share in a dignified manner regardless of how many friends 
and followers you have. #nobigdeal

Abide by your instincts. Post and share when you sense the 
time is right. #intuition 

Follow your destiny without hesitation. Make your shares 
and posts come to fruition. Stand steadfastly by your ethics. 
More friends and followers are coming.
#goforit #takechances 

Remove yourself from unpopular social media sites and 
groups. Set new goals and ground rules. #overit 

Put your time online in the forefront. Expect hardships and 
challenges. #toughtimes #prayforme 
#thoughtsandprayers



Do not make impulsive decisions, think before you share or 
post. Observe the behavior of others social media accounts 
before friending or following them. Take the path you feel 
best suited for you.
#lurking #watchingyou #thinking 

Do not follow or friend anyone without first posting in all 
caps that if they disagree with you in any way, to any of 
posts or shares you will unfollow them.  You don’t have time 
for idiots !  #idiots #checkyourself

Seek new knowledge and awareness, try reading Wikipedia 
or some other website so you can post what you researched 
and impress people with your knowledge. Repair relation-
ships with friends and followers.

.
Accept change . Focus on correcting problems that hamper 
you from gaining new friends and followers. Get your rela-
tionships with friends and followers back on track. #FML 

.
Accept updates of your preferred social media platform. Fo-
cus on correcting problems that hamper your development. 
Get your relationships with friends and followers back on 
track. #focusingonme

Setbacks will pass quickly. More friends and followers will 
be yours. #hard

Keep some distance from trolls. Remain honorable and all 
will be well. #don’tfeedthetrolls 

Now is the time to post and share as often as possible, do 
not procrastinate this will cost you the opportunity to suc-
ceed ! #kickingbutt

Speak plainly and sincerely. Share your hopes and dreams 
with memes and inspiring quotes. Nurture others tell them 
how grateful you are, share memes and animated GIFS with 
them. #hopes #dreams #empath 



You may be in a compromised position. Friends and Follow-
ers may be on the verge of unfriending or unfollowing you. It 
is time to look toward different opportunities. #worried

Look to your friends and followers for assistance. Take 
charge of posts and post and share confidently. #friends 
#help #thoughts 

Share your intentions be known to everyone on social me-
dia. Give your charisma free rein post and share often. Your 
future looks bright, let your friends and followers know how 
awesome your life is going to be 
#lifeisbeautiful #awesome

.
Study your friends and followers. Win their loyalty with your 
integrity and post and share information that they will ap-
prove of.

Strengthen relationships and friends and followers. Like all 
of their posts and share their posts, leave witty comments 
and memes to win approval.  A solid base will guarantee 
success.

Take personal time from social media, 
before doing so, boldly proclaim it on social media, let 
everyone know that you feel as your wasting your time 
“here” and need to assess your progress and goals. Eval-
uate your friends and followers and cut off any deadwood 
that may exist.

Your integrity, perseverance and thoroughness in posting 
information about current events will bring you admiration. 
Set forth on new ideas, perhaps post about a good intention 
you thought of, you don’t have to follow through with it, the 
important thing is to let people know what you’re thinking.



You are moving up !  Friends are followers will admire you, 
post whatever you want , whenever you want, as often as 
you want.

Remain Optimistic, things will get better. Ignore the trolls, 
haters gonna hate

Understand your position and responsibilities on social me-
dia. Post only information as the persona your friends and 
followers expect of you.  You have an important task posting 
and sharing your thoughts, remember that.  
#ThoughtsandPrayers.

Do not look to win large battles at this time.  Arguing 
online is like playing chess with a pigeon, no matter how 
good you are, the bird is going to shit on the board and 
strut around like it won anyway.  #LOL

Private message a friend and follower, they will help you 
through a tough time, tell them about your difficulties, make 
sure to tell them you want to keep it private.  Bad times will 
pass, ask publicly for thoughts and prayers, post something 
like, “GUYS , I’m having a tough time right now, I could use 
some thoughts and prayers, I’ll explain later”

Even without your friends and followers your plans will come 
to fruition,  Post online your intentions to travel and see the 
world, you don’t actually have to travel, the important thing 
is to tell people you intend to

Keep a tight budget, avoid going out to eat with friends, to 
take some photos of your food, take a photo of something 
you cook at home.  Make sure to post and share and be 
prideful and boast about what you cooked and how cooking 
at home is superior to eating out.



Once you are prosperous, make sure to post a photo of you 
smiling and joyful, let others know that you are #BLESSED. 
Treat yourself to a #massage , or a yoga retreat. Let every-
one know you are donating money to a charity.  Start an on-
line fundraiser for what ever charity is currently trending on 
social media. Make sure to let everyone know you created 
the fundraiser and deeply care about the charity. #namaste

State your case to the opposition! in ALL CAPS let all of 
your friends and followers know that you are outraged about 
what is currently trending on social media.  Post memes and 
links to whatever supports your outrage.   Post things like “I 
AM BEYOND OUTRAGED ABOUT THIS ! #outraged

Judge people by what they post online, if they disagree with 
you, or post a bunch of memes and garbage that you think 
is stupid, that person probably is STUPID, Shallow, an idiot, 
needs to check their privilege! #woke

Find friends and followers that have access to other people 
or resources that you can use to help you reach your goals. 
Be extra nice to them. Make sure to like everything they 
post . If for example, it’s a photo of their stupid cat sleeping 
in the sun, let them know you think the photo is adorable 
and you would love to one day meet the cat and snuggle 
up with said cat, while having tea and discuss the friend or 
follower’s life interests.

You will succeed in reaching your goals, make sure to post 
and share online to let people know you are kind and virtu-
ous. Let friends and followers know you helped an old lady 
cross the street, or that you volunteered to help orphans 
etc. You don’t actually have to do those things; just create 
the impression you actually did. #compassionate #caring 
#sharingiscaring

Remain optimistic in the face of adversity, even if you have 
a bunch of trolls trying to smash you.  Some of your posts 
and shares have caused setback and people to unfollow or 
unfriend you. Do be impulsive, think through what you are 
posting, KEEP IT #POSITIVE!



Now is the time to create a private group or chat and create 
new alliances, bring together people who’s knowledge you 
can use to help you achieve your goals. Make sure the peo-
ple you connect with are well respected on social media.

Introduce new ideas into your life and let all of your friends 
and followers know that you are trying new things! Some 
people might not like your new approach, simply unfollow 
or unfriend them and keep on posting about your new ap-
proach to life.

Put your plans into action. If you have always wanted to do 
a yoga pose in front of Machu Picchu, buy your plane ticket 
now, post a screen shot of your travel plans and social me-
dia and get your butt to Machu Picchu and take that photo 
of you doing that yoga pose in front of the Machu Picchu.  
Make sure to post #BLESSED with your shares.

Expect startling posts which will have great influence upon 
your life. Those friends and followers who are overwhelmed 
will unfollow you for awhile. Don’t waste your time 
trying to change people who can’t be changed. #losers

Solicit the attention of those you wish to advise.  Offer 
advise to friends and followers, even if they haven’t asked 
for it.  Consider your words of your post and shares wisely 
people before posting or sharing. #advice

Progress at a steady and capable pace, don’t share or post 
that often, pay attention to details, remember the difference 
between Your and You’re



Difficult times have beset you, post something on social 
media about how mercury is in retrograde and ask for 
thoughts and prayers #thoughtsandprayers

Enjoy your prosperity, however, do not forget that when you 
have more friends, followers and likes, there comes more 
responsibility. What happens on social media MATTERS

Throughout your life cherish those moments most memora-
ble. Make sure to share photos of your awesome brunch !

Communicate with those in your group, if you don’t have a 
group on your social media account, create one !

Be benevolent and nurture harmonious relationships, make 
sure to post about how you are kind and friendly to every-
one, make sure to post encouraging memes and lots of 
smiley emoticons on other’s pages.

Take command of your situation and block, delete or unfol-
low anyone who disagrees with your opinions, afterwards, 
post on your page about whose differing opinion made you 
angry. CALL THE OUT BY NAME AND SHAME THEM !!!

Cut your indulgences until you are back on track, that may 
mean fewer cat videos.

Develop mutual trust amongst your group, learn to trust oth-
ers on social media, they are your TRUE FRIENDS



Tend to smaller matters in order to clear the way for bigger 
ventures, keep your posts and shares limited but make sure 
to tell everyone that you are planning something big, try 
using STAY TUNED or SAVE THE DATE.

Proceed carefully. While things may seem smooth now, stuff 
is gonna happen soon and it will mess up all your plans. 
Make sure to post now about how blessed you are an how 
amazing everything is.  DO NOT POST a thoughts and 
prayers post now.

Keep posting and sharing as often as possible, every 
thought you have share it, every post from someone else 
you find interesting share it, take photos of everything you 
find interesting and share it. 



THOUGHTS AND PRAYERS


